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ABSTRACT 2. THE FLAIR ANALYTICAL MODEL
A trade study has been conducted to illustrate the The FLAIR program models the fuselage and blades
sensitivity of the aeroelastic stability of a as rigid bodies separated by the flexbeam
bearingless main rotor to the rotor hub coupling elements. The fuselage has 4 degrees of freedom
parameters that are _vailable for the designer. The (longitudinal, lateral, roll and pitch). Each blade
results are presented over the complete range of is rigid and is attached to a uniform flexbeam
rotor speed and collective pitch available and the extending from the hub offset to the b_ade attach-
effects on air resonance of thu 6 beam installation ment point. The 6 freedoms at the end of earn
angles are compared together with the results of flexbeam are:
offsetting the cuff snubber attachment. The major °
part of tho study was conducted using the FLAIR u axial
analysis which incorporates a uniform represen- v chordwise
ration of the flexbeam. Results are also shown for w flapwise
a modified version of FLAIR in which the uniform (; lag angle
beam is replaced by a member having the geometric I_ flap angle
tailoring resulting from structural optimization. 0 pitch angle
expressed relative to the axis system at the root
1. INTRODUCTION of the beam. In an air resonance case the beams
are the only springs in the system as *.he fuselage
The control of the stability of bearingless rotors freedoms are unrestrained to ground. In a ground
by introducing coupling between blade flap, lagpand resonance case, additional springs are inserted
pitch freedoms has been frequently addressed in between fuselage and ground to represent the
the literature in recent years. One of the most landing gear. The flex beams are axially loaded =J
powerful stabilizing parameters has been identified by the centrifugal forces and thus an iterative
as negative pitch-lag coupling, a powerful version solution technique is required for the resulting !of which was successfully demonstrated in full nonlinear equations.
scnle ground and flight experience on the
YUH-61A. The beam aPd control system equations are rigor- t
ously modelled making no small angle assumptions
In support of the Boeing Vertol/Army/NASA ITR and so the program was considered well suited to 1 "
Preliminary Design Program, a study was initiated the Intended trade study. The major modifications | ;.
to quantify in a consistent manner the sensitivity made to the program to facilitate the study lof the beam installation angles. This then served includeo:
as a base to evaluate an alternate concept of | ,. f
adding stability by introducing a vertical offset to 1. The Input and output were made dlmen- _.,-
the cuff snubber. This offset causes favorable sional since the study was conducted in
mechanical lag-pitch coupling while avoiding dimensional terms.
inducing unfavorable bending moments in the flex- _ i
beam. Further, since the coupling between blade 2. An additional control configuration _ J
freedoms Is ell important in detarmir, ing stability, a (config. 5) was added to the 4 described ' I
comparison of the effect of rigorously representing in Ref. 4, Figs. 4-6, to allow the cuff 2
the beam nonunlformlty, versus the assumption of snubber to be moved to points other _
a uniform beam, was also undertaker., than centered on the flex beam. '
The FLAIR program (written by Dewey Hodges of 3. Additional outputs were added to illus- i
the U.S. Army Aeromechar.;cs Lab) was chosen for trete the steady end vibratory deflected
the study because of the simplicity of represen- shapes of all freedoms.
ration of the major elements while employing an
accurately modelled, but uniform, flexbeem. The 4. A nonuniform beam was modelled to
program was well documented (Ref. 4) and thus assess the validity of the uniform beam
amenable to the modifications considered necessary assumption.
for the study.
The physical model used for the study was the
Preeen'tad at the 2nd Decennial Specialists wind tunnel model fabricated for the ITR program.
Meeting on Rotororaft Dynamics. In general arrangement the model w_s similar to
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA the model described In Ref. 5 In that it Is I 6 ft.
NOV 7-g, 1984. die.4 bladed beePIngless rotor d,'lven by 2 electric
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motors on a fuselage which is gimballed In pitch
end roll aaout the fuselage CG. The model Is
Froude scaled (I/8) from the Hughes AH-64 heli-
copter for which the Boeing Vertol ITR is NATURALFREQUENCIESWITH BEAMANGLES
designed. Unlike the Ref. 5 model the blades •re & CUFFOFF8ETS=0.0 COLL= 10.0•
attached by 6 inch long structurally tailored
flexbeams rather than localized flexures. In all 20 _" Y'i FaXSOHUSto]
. stability respects except the flexbe•m design the _ i ..wF_COMPLEXIFAaEOOMS
q
i fuselage and blades are conventional and the trade /.x f
F A_
study concentrates on the design parameters for 16 /
' the flexbe•m and cuff. Throughout the study _" /_ (8)
blade structural damping is assumed to be 0.5_ :_; I l,?.q'r
r critical and fuselage damping for ground resonance i _
is assumed to be ; }ro. _ 12 _ w /i /
/i / .,
i 'r,,",
/f J
3. THE "4ODESOF AIR AND GROUND RESONANCE /- m
To illustr•ta the modes which affect the stability of 4 - . ,- •
:I a beerlngleserotor the natur•,frequenciesversus _.-. _f _ °: RPM •re shown In Fig. 1 for 3 conflgur tlon . 0 "_'I_-_" " _':
it a. Fixed Hub no coupling into the 0 500 ago 1000
NOM.
fuselage and each blade is uncoupled RPM
from all other blades. Since each beam 20
has 6 degrees of freedom the generalized F_,_7 _RnDO._:OMp,E_PAretwt4
_'t coordinate transformation from rotating // EERO FRIOI I
_ to fixed system axes, (Ref.2) omitting 10 'P" ./
the collective and differential modes, _ / (bl
results in 12 degrees of freedom for _ ,_c_.
FLAIR. The elgenvalue analysis then ___ ,_ /"gives 24 rootswhich occur in 12 complex _ 12 --pairs and the 4 most significant i'oot$ '/
/I/ ,"are labelled in FIg. 1 a. S ,i" d , /
_ _pPb. Air Resonance to simulate air reso-
nance with a model, without being /
completely free flying, the fuselage Is 4 "* % /
glmballed in pitch and roll about the -,_, ....... F,_,E-m_r_,_fuselage CG. This adds 2 more degrees .... :::
of freedom to the equations (now 14 0 haiti -e_!-4_I'L-_-I_I-4F4_-[--'L---J ......... j "j
total) •Hd is • justifiable approximation 0 500 moo 1000NOte
for modelling of both air end ground RPM
resonance. Even In the I•ttar Cell, 20
when pitch and roll springs to ground , I_IOIRoONUAI_I"1
• re Introduced, the nodes of the roll and /._/r
pitch modes have to lie between the _r :OMPLlxFREEDOMSpAllqll1414I
fuselage CG and a point kl/h above 16 #
tho CG, whet. k Is the radius of _ -,_ b_,r_"__ i.,/ _,,_/ (0)gyration and h Is the height of the CG @c_
above the ground, Ref. (1). ! -_ .,/_7"_ /
With 14 degrees of freedom the elgen- _...,-I---,_/_2_1._°,_ L_ J.,,_
value analysis now gives 28 roots of _.'_-j_ _ -: -
which: _' /" i _'_
24 Occur in 12 complex p•Irs and 4 _., _l_ 2 _ _
, ofthefxedhubcee.o ...
0 600 moo I(
J 2 have zero frequencies, In the RPM ,o_.
, nomin•l RPM range, resulting from
the "_11and pitch freedoms having F_. I No_ _U,q_t._ _o_. _Xed k_b,
no ,pringa to ground c/J. ¢j_ _totuld _o_l_.e.
and 2 more occur In an additional
complex pair having • very low |
frequency. This root results from
28
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having 2 freodoms with dampers The air resonance case (Fig, 2b) shows the t'_picel
|, (aero) but no springs to ground, trend of a bearil,gl_-;._ rotor, with no ._rc_er_J
Since the rotor strongly couples the cot:pliqgs, to go _nstable with increasing Rr_4 _t2 freedoms, the two 1st order lag high collective pitch.equations then result in one 2nd
order fc_t with a very low fra- The ground resonance case (Fig. 2c)shows the
quen_y. (For a fu,'ther discussion regressing lag rr.,:de briefly coupling with fuselage
._ of these roots see the Appendix). pitch to 3ive an instability at 600 RP_I and giving
a major instability at 900 RPM when coupling with
the roll mode.
Refererces have been made in earher
papers to 'the roll mode' and 'the pitch To u:,derstand the factors that ???ect the stability
mode' of the fuselage in air resonance of the equations the eigenv¢ctors from the FLAIR
analyses as modes additional to the analysis were transformed b=.k i,_to the rotating
regressing fl_p mode (which couples with syr" _ to illustrate the actu=; motion of the blade,
fuselage pitch and roll)identified in Fig. rei=,. _,_ to the hub plane, at every eigenvalue.
1 b. But this paper takes !ssue with Using the relationships defined in Ref. (Z), the
that char-Jcterization and i=_vites motion of the No. 1 blade tip is calculated from the
furthur discussion. 8 fixed system eigenvector cosine and sine
components.
c. Ground Resonance. By adding pitch and beam chordwise deft vc, vs
roll springs to ground, the 2 zero
frequencies are removed and the 14 beam chordwise slope _'c t_s
degree.,, of freedom now result i._ 14
complex pairs of roots all of which can beam flapwlse deft Wc, ws
be characterized as shown in Fig. 1 c.
beam flapwise slope IBc' _s
The values of the springs added to the hover
stability' _.,odel aphroximated a heavyweight T_c motion of No. 1 tip can then be portrayed as
operating condition of the AH-64 and ensure that a Li_'sajous pattern as v _wed along the blade
the pitch and roll mode crossings with the lag looking inboard towards the hub. b_ovemer: of the
regressing mode wPre within the RPM range of blade is _.c the right as shown by the horizontal
study for the purp2,.;s of test/theory correlation, arrows and the arrowhead o_1the ellipse shows the
_Jirection of rotation of the locus. Also shown is
Quantifying the stability of these equations pre- the location on the locus and the magnitude of the
sents a communication proL,!em because while many maximum nose up pitch angle (8) occurring. In Fig.
engineers can readily identify with '90critical' as a 3 these bla_e tip I_ +i are shown for the reference
measure of damping, this concept falls down when case of beam angles and tuft offsets = 0 and for
the associated frequency goes to zero. The lag collective = -2.5 dP.q= The data are normalized for
regressing frequency of a bearingless rotor blade 10° of the tip mot!.Jr_(flap or lag) expressed a= an /
is necessarily equal to 1/rev in the rotating system angle subtenc)d about the hub center. In the I(zero in t_,e fixed system) at an RPM typica=ly lower LH corner of each tip locus bo× is shown thebelow operating RPM. Thus 0_ critical' goes to rotating syste:n frequencies.infinity at this RPM. This not only makes it _difficult to plot out also gives a false sense of
sec:'rity.
Below each blade tip locus is shown a super-
An alternatwe measure of damping is the dimen- position of:
sional (1/sac) 'decrement _ given by the re_l part
of the complex root. This allows a smooth con- a. The inplane CG locus. I his is the fixed
tinuum of data to be plotted throughout t._e RPM system locus of the rotoz bled_ CG
range. To give a number which is independent of resulting from Inplane depatternlng of
scale the real part can b_ normalized by the the blades caused by the regressing and
nominal rotor ar,)ular velocity. This approach was progressing lag motions. (To simplify
selected for this piper =.nd _;,_ ratio of (_ real the plotting acal_s, which are all -_ 10° ,
pert)/(nomlnel roto.r, re.d/see) is called DECREMENT these loci are normallzeo to th_ magnl-
RATtO. tude of the blade tip leg motion above).
In Fig. 2 both measures ;f damping are portrayed b. The hub locus. This expresses the
for the 3 cases of Fig. 1. The mode of most motion of the fuselage which In _he lag
interest, regressing lag, Is seen to go to infinite mod_S results largely ,'tom the Inplane
'_ critical' at 400 RPM in each case, and this is CG coupl,ng.
avoided when plotting decrement ratio. Note that
the decrement ratio of both regressing and pro- The fixed system '96 criticr_P damping is
greasing lag are e¢]ulvalent for the fixed hub case. given In the CG end hub boxes together
As will be seen later the regressing flip mode is with the fixed system frequencies.
he_vlly damped and off scale.
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OF POOR QUALIFY
Fig. 4 shows the same format for 10° collective, in
which the lag regressing mode now goes unstable
-" BEAMANGLES& OFFSET=C.O COLL=-2.5" above 600 RPM but no significant change occurs in
the mode shapes. Note -
RPM 2O0 4OO 6OO 800
,_ 6001_! _ _A2"22RZI - the general tilt aft of all the blade
: ,_o_" _1 QR ! j _;_ tippitch.lOcidue to the high collective
128R_I e3R43HzI_ 93Hz| z - still low (<1 °) pitch motion
u= inconsistently phased to lag and
_, Z_e" =o F'_-_=CG 0 0 flap.
Po _i..a, ,oo. ,,3R ,,,R
- t&l |4"@Hz 16%133Hz 19%193Hz 21%255Hz 21_ Later this same format will _e shown for a case
' _ at#.='"_e-_ _ _"0 24" _''024 that has been stabilized<0 __j ____._- _______ i BEAM ANGLES =00 °
_a 2.1R _R 1.12R .81R .66R COLL=IO*
_ j i
/|''R ,_2R _,S,R ) i10._-Iz 2.11 14.17Hz .2_1 18.12Hz .411 2"2._Hz .4%'
_.- 116R 71R 56R
_ ,| _:_ ,_ _:_z _ _;..9_,
I,eSRli .8 IR_I i,90R I;
811Hz4__,"J 55Hz,, 11194Uz
.OR ,,R ,OR¢1
_10o C_ 10o i
NOTATION: BLADE TIP VIEWED LOOKING INBOARD. |
IN PLANE CG & HUB MOTION IN PLAN VIEW. |
ROTOR ROTATION CCW 1
F_. 3 E_ez../:o_ ]_PM_,w£_o_ bZ_ mode, " _,
Generally the blade motions do not undergo major
changes of mode shape and points to note are -
- the largest hub motions are
associated with the regressing flap
mode. _o
IN PLANE CG & HUB MOTION IN PLAN VIEW
blade pitch motions are small (<1 ° ROTORROTATIONCCW
for 10° of tip motions) and ;,_-
I consistently phased to flap and lag. FJ,_j.4 E_ect. o_ RPM_weep o_t bt._e mocL_,
co_Zect_ve - +;0 de9.
_-t the largest inplane CG excitationsresult from the 2 lag mod s, 4. THE EFFECT OF BEAM ANGLES ON STABI=ITY
i1 the predominant fuselage response Much previous literature and testing has
is in roll for all modes, estaolished that the coupling introduced by the
hub-to-beam and beam-to-blade mounting angles
the loci of the flap modes are tilted can strongly influence the coupling between blade
forwards as might be. expected from lag, flap_ and pitch freedems and affect stability.
l:I -2.5 ° collective. In oroer to have a consis'_ent display of the effectsof all 6 angles to use as a base for selecting the
iiill,. - ,, _: . . .,.. ._-_ _,_..... , _..---:" .'
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ITR design a systematic study was mede and the wh:_.h all 6 beam angles are zero and the cuff
results are presented below, offset is zero (i.e. on the center line of the ,
beam). At -2.5 ° collective the mode is stable
Since a knnwledge of the :tabili_.y was de_irs¢l over (pos.) throughout but with increasing collective
the complete available RPM range (0 to 1000) and the decrement ratio is seen to go unstable (neg.)
collective pitch range (-2.5 e to 10°) a surface plot above 450 RPM in typical fashion is as previously
was established portraying RPM and collective on seen in the literature (Ref. (3). Below the
the x-y axes and t.,ke damping 'decrement ratio' on damping _lot in Fig. 5 are _hown the beam deflec-
tive Z axis. Fig. 5 shows the baseline case in tions and the blade tip loci at the nominal 800 RPM
for the extreme values of collective pitch. Note
_, BEAM ANGLES AND SHEAR OFFSET-O.O that because of the uniform beam modelled by the
FLAIR analysis the pitch def!ection of the beam is
DECREMENTRATIO almost a straight line with unrealistically high
113; _::_1_ slopes at either end, while the flapping defIec-
STABLE tion shows more realistic curvatures.
.02 _oo__
.01_:L__-.,___.01 Fig. 6 shows the effect of individually introducing
,°+.+_+++hu++ohmn- Examination of the beam deflection plots shows
-- ._.__- _ NOM major changes it, the resultant coupling between
-_" "UL/_-f__ blade freedom_ and yet none of the cases show any
: significant change in stability, in the problem
_-/rp_. +o UNSTABLE region of high collective pitch.
"_" "IO_BEAM DEFL _ ___ - 0.5 Fig. 7 shows results of similar 5 degree clevises
___ _ introduced at the beam/blade attachments and now" _._ o _._" '_ _'_ it is seen that outboard coning (OUTCON) has a
_ DE IN powerful stabilizing effect. Note that the bladepitch motion now exceeds 4° and that maximum
O_ _+_'_RD 0 nose up pitch occurs at max;mum lag.
- -_ Considering the nonlinear nature of the stability ,
equations the beam angle_ were next changed in
DAMPING-I._,% 'TiP 'LOCUS conjugate pairs to see if other effects were intro o
--.0062 duced. In Fig. 8 it is seen that both beam
deflections and blade tip loci are essentially
FUS .43R _____._ superposi'icns of the previous 2 figures, takingFREQ 5.7Hz signs into account.
ROT .57R e-().l"
FIROEQ 7.6Hz 0.5, "_
. BEAM DEFL s. THE EFFECT OF OTHER PARAMETERS ON
STABILITY
DEG - IN In contemporary designs the inboard shear
restraint of the cuff has been typically located on
the flexure axis (UH-60 tail rotor, Model 680 main
O ..........'_LAp;C'_Rp 0 rotor). But offsetting this point vertically
__-___ __ provides a means of introduclnf, the desirable lagpitch coupling observed from the use of outboard
coning in Fig. 7. Fig. 9 shows the re_.ult of
DAMPING 0.8% TIP LOC_US moving the cuff below and above the flexure by0.5 inch or 8.3t of the beam length. It is seen to
.0037 have a powerful effect on the stability at high
collective p!tch. Again note that with positive
FU8 .43R offset the maximum blade pitch angle occurs at
;_ ' O FREQ 5.8Hz maximum lag as with outboard coning.
'_-, ROT .56R e-0.2" Knowing the importance of the crossover of the lag
"; FREQ 7.SHz and flap regressing frequencies on stabllltyl the,cL.=-
_-- I effect of varying the lag frequency around the
_ -10 ° O° 10 ° nominal value was assessed. By arbitrarily
varying the chordwlse stiffness (EICHD) up and
"" Fig. 50oJ_pbtg ottd mod¢_ _o& bo_c£bte, down the coupled lag frequencies were changed
' ¢_. _.¢6o_u_at._.J_¢ from 0.57 down to 0.51/rev and up to 0.66/rev
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HUBSWP = +5.0 ° HUBCON = +5.0 ° HUBTHE = +5.0 °
DECREMENT RATIO DECREMENT RATIO i DECREMENT RATIO
.04
.O3 _)_P_J_ _;)_p_ql_1000 1000I
NOId.
-_ 10 ,10 10
I
BEAM DEFL
DEG
q
'AMPING- 1 TIP LOCUS - 1.6% 1
i -oo67 i
:} .43R .42R .43R t
5.7Hz 5.7Hz 5.7Hz !
e-0.2" .58R e-0.8' .57R e-o. 1- !
7.6Hz 7.7Hz 7.6Hz ;
BEAM DEFL 0._ t
DEG
FLAP i " '_'"
FLAP
+
t
TIP LOCUS 0.6%
e-0.3" .0030 e-0.7 .002, 8-0.1"
:us .44R
FREQ 5.8Hz 5.8Hz
ROT .56R
FREQ 7.5Hz 7.5Hz
3° -1 - 10 °
+_+ F,/.g. 6 E++e_ o+ _b-be=m a,mjZm oJ: doJ,pb_j +u_ modm
, +,
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- OUTSWP = + 5° OUTCON = +5" OUTTHE = +5 °
J
MENT RATIO DECREMENT RATIO DECREMENT RATIO
i "
tO tO 10
" .10
BEAM DEFL
DEG
Ft,._
TIP LOCUS -1.!
-.( .0155 -.0065 •
FU8 .43R .43R
FREQ 5.7Hz 5.THz
ROT e=o.2. ,57R 6-4.3"
FREQ 7.6Hz 7.6H_
BEAM DEFL
FLAP
TIP LOCUS 0.5c_
.0042 .0020 e-4.2' e-O. 1"
FU8 \ .4,' .44R %
i FREQ 5.8Hz 5.SHz
ROT .SBR .57R .56R
FREQ 7.SHz 7.0Hz 7.SHz
- 10° 0 ° 10 ° - 10 ° 0° 10 ° - 10 ° 0° 10°
F_. 7 E_e_ o_ bc=m-b_e oatg2.u on doanp,_t8oatdrnodu
r_
J
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HUBSWP=+5° HUBCON= -5 ° HUBTHE= +5° i
OUTSWP= -5 ° OUTCON = +5° OUTTHE= -5 ° ,
DECREMENT RATIO DECREMENT RATIO DECREMENT RATIO ._
•03"04 _,_1_ 1000 .03'04 _)_ 1000
10 10 tO
s _
BEAM DEFL
DEG
DAMPING-a riP LOCUS 3.2%
-.'3037 "... .0014 -.0063 g
FUS .43R .43R |
5.7Hz _
\
ROT .56R .57R )-0.2"FREQ 7.6Hz 7.5Hz 7.6Hz
BEAM DEFL
DEG
!
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!I LOW OFFSET (-0.5 IN) _I:IA_:_I -ANOD.0 HIGH OFFSET (+0.6 IN)
i DECREMENT RATIO DECREMENT RATIO DECREMENT RATIO
.04
.o_ _v "_ _a _?_,ooo ---_1
.o, .o, "_.
_ m_ " 0-.04 .r/I/_. 10
P:
(=)iDA PI
-7.1% e-5.6" -1.4% 5.7% e- 5.5"
LUi -.0311_ -.0062i :;/ .0249 ____j ,
o_)FUS .43R .43R .44R_FREQ 5 8Hz 5,7H2 5 6Hz
O ROT .56R .57R e-0.1" .56R
FREQ 7.5Hz TIP LOCUS 7.6Hz 7.5Hz
-- .10tBEAMDEF L 0.5 t
;¢_j DEG II,;
FLAPtCrlORD _ ___ _ _ -----'- ¢,, o --
DAMPING1.6% TiP LOCUS 0.8% 0.1%
.0037 .0005
.45R ,43R _ .43R
FREQ 6.0Hz 5,8Hz / 5.SHz
ROT .55R .56R e-0.2" ,57R •
FREQ 7.2Hz 7.SHz 7.6Hz
-10 ° 0 ° 10 ° -10 ° 0 ° 10 ° _10 ° 0 o 10°
OPJGN_AL"PAGEIS
_. l_xm9UAmY
and as shown in Fig. 10 the effect on the damping
, decrement ratio was negligible although it does
I have the effect of noving the rotor speeds forinstability up and down.
OUTCON=+5.0 ° OFFSET= 0.5 IN
,t BEAM ANGLES AND OFFSET = 0.0i
: DECREMENT -
i DAMPING RATIO
:.o: s= .oo
I. 1
II "10 ,,_,,, _, _ 10.5 "
• 0
;T; O DEG _-,IN_.
1 07_,oo looo
.03 't- NO_
_1 DA_IF;ING 10.3_ j0-8.6"
1.02__500_ ! .0462, _ j
oj__,..____._ FUS .45R\ _--_ i
FREQ 6.0Hz--_,_ ' "_II -2.s o
ROT .55R .....FREQ f.3Hz i,P" -ut;u_ i
_o <o .EAMDEI:L OS.LLI
0
DECREMENT RATIO _ DEG - IN
T
_w" ,ooo ,,,_,. oI- _,_,.,_._ ,, ,_
i DAMPING ' 1.8%/e-7.1" 7
II_ °°°8'rr__
FUS .44R1_
FREQ 5.gHz _: r
,o 8OIo -j
F_j. 10 E_6e_o__o_e EZ_J_C_ o. _10= 0o 10o
o._ _o_._tc¢ _p_g FJ.g. 11 O_.p_.g o.ttdmode_ _o_ combJ._¢_
Concern for the nonlinear nPture of the equations
prompted evaluating the simultaneous application of S.7t from OFFSET from a base of -1,4_. Thus the
the 2 most powerful stabilizing parameters, out- combined effect is worth more than the sum of the
i board coning and positive beam offset. Fig. 11 parts. Fig. 12 shows the mode shape behavior In
shows the combined results and the resultant detail and the powerful pltch-lag coupling (8.6 °
damping Is 10.3t at high collective compared to the pitch for 10° of Inplane tip motion) causes about
individual contribution of 3.290 from OUTCON and 7° of flap motion and a major increase In stability.
4,,'
l ;, " " "
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BEAMANGLE8_ 0.0_ EXCEPTOUTCON_ 5e
CUFFOFFSET"=0.5IN COLLam10°
RI 200 400 600 800 I obt,_ined for the beam properties shown in Fig. 13in which it is seen that the EIFLA D varies 6:1
D.1.31\ I from maximum to minimum and similar substantial
,-. |-1._ e-l:_ ....R changes occur in the other properties. Although
there are major variations in beam rigidities,
c plete matching of the actual ITR beam was not
i " " possible because of convergence problems. The
.iT" beam modelled in this paper represents a 1/2 way
FWD_*--" i _ _ O stage to the ITR propert;es but is still sufficiently
"CG I nonlinear to be useful for assessing the effects of
. leql 18.8% 18.2_ 18.e_ nonlinearity on stability.
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INPLANECG& HUBMOTIONINPLANVIEW.
ROTORROTATIONCCW FJ.g. 1:1 R_ o_ _t¢ _ton-u_,_O_J,bP_m
combJaze,d¢ou.pt.,/.,ng
Finally a major objective of this study was to In Fig. 14 results for the nonlinear beam of Fig.
assess the degree that the results of the FLAIR 13 are snuwn for the b_se case of zero beam
analysis might be affected by the use of a uniform angles and offset : 0, the case of OUTCON = +5°,
model for the flex beam. In reality the flex beam and for the case of combining OUTCON : +5° and
is far from uniform as its geometry results from OFFSET = + 0.5 in. The effect of the nonlinearity
careful optimization to achieve maximum flapping Is immediately apparent in the 'S' shaped distri-
with minimum strain. Accordingly, FLAIR was bution of pitch deflection along the beam which has
modified to replace the beam by a 24 element hitherto been linear. Also the flap deflection of
section, defined in thickness and width, from the beam is more nonlinear. But despite these
willch the correct local Era, GJ and EA are substantial changes In the distribution of pitch
calculated (in contrast to the orlglnal analysis along the beam, an_ the resul:ant accumulation
which assures constant El's, GJ and EA along the Into lag/flap/pitch c_upling into the blade, the
beam). The modification to FLAIR was substantial blade tip loci and the damping plots are relatively
and the Increased degree of nonlinearity severely little affected. The most significant change
taxed the convergence end integration routines occurs in th_ _atural frequency locations and
usod_ making the analysis very sensitive to Initial resulting rotor speeds at which the Instabilities
conditions. Howover, Successful results wire occur.
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6. THE EFFECT OF BLADE COUPLINGS ON GROUND stability of the stable region and increasing the
RESONANCE instability of the unstable region. Going one stage
further and adding OFFSET = +0.5 in, Fig. 15c
In Fig. 15 the effect of those couplings found to continues the trend and now there is also a
be favorable for air resonance are evaluated for notable degradation of stability at negative
ground resonance (due to the changed nature of collective pitch.
the data the axes have been interchanged relative
to the previous figures and the vertical scale The pitch mode does appear to be favorably sta-
chang',d by a factor of 3). The baseline case Fig. bilized by pitch-lag coupling. But the roll mode
15a c, "ly shown the small pitch instability at 600 appears to be quite immune and remains to be
RPM a the major roll instabiiity at 900 RPM and either avoided completely (as was the case with the
a mooerate stabilizing effect of collective pitch YUH-61A) or suppressed by using large amounts
(opposite to air resonance), Adding OU3 CON + of damping as has been the practice for articulated
+5, Fig. 15b has the effect of both increasing the helicopters.
DAMPING
T
; _ .15DECREMENT R_,TIO 7. CONCLUSION
i UO ,_t_J_",fO (11) 5, trade study has been completed using a modified
= ..10 _i_,c A version of the FLAIR analysis for the aeroelastic
conclusions have been drawn:
Z_I 1. _ baseline soft-in-plane bearingless rotor
no,   tht<CI-'=,_ . introduced by beam angles or any otherq=u_ =_ in air is stable all
==;V_<lj, _ NO, 10 _'-_ i_OP_ RPM's at low collective, but goes
LULl. unstable at oper._ting RPM at high
nrlC collective_ In ground resonance the
typical instabilities encountered at the
' '16 I_1_/_ B L_| al_I_i=IPBA?l/_i./ ._=pn r. ivlr. 1/ nn/i v pitch and roll crossings with theregressing lag mode are only slightly
:10 ,_" _._ _." ._ , 1_., (b) affected by collective pitch.urJ-- 2. Of the 6 avai able flexbeam installation
II ii i O. _ negative lag-pitch coupling) ispowerfully effective in stabilizing air
=C)=_II! resonance at high collective pitch.
u_)--iL 3. Vertical offse_ of the cuff shear pivot is
_14. shown to be equally effective in stabil-
_O izing air resonance, and the benefit is
cumulativ6 with outboard coning.
4. The offect _f lag-pitch coupling on• ground resonance is small at low
._C/,_o_ t' collective, but at high collective theZ ..10 _ - effect is both to increase the stability i.
It) ^ = p (_l_ill_l__J_l_ the stable regions and to further
.I. d _ increase the instability in the unstable
II II regions.
Zl-- 5. The modification to the FLAIR program
OLU ".O_/I_NIOO_ to replace the uniform flexbeam by a
_O') geometrically correct tailored f!axbeam,
_1.1= with Improved representation of coupling
0 terms, did not affect th conclusions
1OOO arrived at above for the uniform beam.
_0
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APPENCIX
++'_. I BEHAVIOR OF LOW FREOUENCY ROOTS
--[_l%-_J--I[! [-BE.AMANGLE8 O'- My special thanks are due to Ken Bartie and
.4 '_"_J I _'"_ ] 1 / i CFFSET 0 IN Dot Kane for their patience and diligence inpr¢paring this p; _er.
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DISCUSSION s
Paper No. 3
"4
PARAHETRIC STUDY OF THE AEROELASTIC STABILITY OF A BEARINGLE3$ _OTOR
W. Euan Hooper
Bill Weller_ United Technologies Research Center: Historically, I guess I've seer this before
to the degree that flap-lag stability and pitch stability by virtue of blade coning or flexure
inclination angle or whatever. I've seen it in some analyses and some test programs, But the
[Bell] Hodel 680 or [Boeing Vertol] BHR [didn't show that benefit] as far as the Final stabil-
Ity, I think this has to do somewhat with the physical characteristics of the model being used
to do these types of things as opposed to the full-scale a_tlcle. Would you care to co,lnent on
the applicability of this type of phenomenon to the BHR-type rotor -_,qtems?
e H_per: Well, I wouldn't agree with you that they did not show up on the BMR. The BHR had
2 1/2 degrees of outboard coning and I think that was the main feature that stabilized _t. The
_ BMR was a good stable rotor in every flight _'e81m_ except one and that was [partial power dee-
r cents at low forward speed. In hover and at nigh forward speeds] It was very stable, Just a
replica of the SO 105.
-_ Welle_.__r: The point more t8 the degree of the effect not that the outboard blade coning Is datrl-
ii mental. It's generally agreed that It Is beneficial to some degree, but your effect there lo .
proving somewhat significant. The model test that I have been associated with, the 680 system,
doesn't show anywhere near the benefit as far as the degree that your analytical studies would
imply.
_: Well that's interesting and we have yet to complete the correlatiun of our [o_ data]
with our test program. So far we have not been disa[_ol,ted In the tests; we'll find out In
full scale.
Bill Warmbrodt, NASA Ames Research Center: [Was there a reason for choosing the 5 degree
! angles] used in your ITR study?
Hooper: Just arbitrary, to give the sensitivity.
Jerry Hlao_ S korsKy. Aircraft: Euan, I believe all the data you show [from using] FLAIR. I
believe when Fort Eustls sponsored the BHR program [there was a] lot of BHR test [data
I obtained]. There was [shown In that test a] favorable, stabilizing parameter [and that was pr*-
pitch or an orienting of the] fiexbes_ in the pitch sense. I believe there Is test data from
the BHR model test that [shows that effect clearly.] I believe that If ",ou look at modal
damping vs rpm with this inboard flexbeam pitch angle the stability of _..e air resonance [mode]
improved more than twice. Have you ever tr_ed to use FLAIR to [compare with these data?]
_ooper: No, I haven't and _ou raise a very interesting point. I mentioned that [we] did not l
get the degree of stability from the hub pitch setting that we expected. However, there is a
very significant difference with this rotor In that It is much more flexible In [flap] than _he
BHB or our previous YUH-61A. Chat may be the key to It. But It certainly surprised us [and so
we] al_o tr_ed it with the nonuniform beam analysis [and also found no effect of hub/beam _.
pitch. We're _olng to have to go] back through those cases with the FLAIR analysis [ano evalu- i _._
ate hub/beam pitch in combination with other parameters.] Even wJth the nonuniform beam that
[accurately represents] the distribution of [flao and chord bending and] pitch quite differently
[there was] no sensitivity [to hub/beam] pitch angle. So [the different sensitivity to hub/beam
pitch angJe] may be due to the lack of flap stiffness.
JlnK Yen r Bell Helicopter: I'd like to [back] up what Bill [Waller] said. The aeroelastlc
coupling will be very powerful for a hlngeless type of rotor, [The hlnselese rotor clearly
defines the location of the pitch axis. When we go to a bearlnglesa rotor, especially with a
soft hub, the location of the pitch axis and the coupling around the pitch axis Is strongly
affected by flexbea_ bending.] The floating of the pitch axis will In general reduce the Influ-
ence of aeroelastlo coupling.
Hooper: Well, the location of the pitch axis is obviously the key and we have the experience on
the YUH-_IA which hid zero precone, zero HUBCON In this context. That aircraft was extremely
; stable Ir that case the pitch axis was forced physically to be [in the disk plane.] The
coning [occurred] outboard of the pitch axis [and resulted In strong beneficial pitch-lag
co_pllng.]
_The P,r_m|crlpt of this discumalon Is Incomplete beomuse of recording probleu. Areas of
_blguoua or missing text ha'_e been discussed with the person uklnl or answering the question
and the text le indicated with brackets. %
®.1-* r
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_, InderJlt Cho_EraI University 0£ Nar_land: [Inaudible]
, H_._.p._: _e bas_J FLAIP Is a uniform beam.
_4
Chovra: [Inaudible]
" H_Vee: A single load path bea_, that's right. It's been subjected to a lot of eerutlny from
our poln_ of vte_:. Evhen Hychalowye_ and Pete Dixon have been very susnicloue that it's not an
, adequate representation o£ a bea_. ! have to say It has stood up to every examination. That is
_. why we were lcoklng at the very detailed _:stributlon of the flexibility alolg the beam to see
that _. behaves as it should. I've been _at_sfted that {gLAIR uses] a r.evcOUS representation
of the beam, There are no small angle asstuaptlons of the beam. That's one of the attractive
[points]. The beam representation and th, control system all use larg,, angles.
i Harry Runyan, College of Willis and H_-_: ! think your pitch deflection is correct. I don't
see why you are worried about It. T.'e a a_ond derivative In e. You only have two conditions
you can put on It. One would be _ zero _efle_._on at the root, [and the other zero torque at
the tip]. You have no Bore condt .ions you can put In. That's It. That's what you get.
Whereas in bending you have a £ol rth order equation. So ! think it looks correct within the
; 11mJ_s ot linear theory.
_ Cho__p._: {Inaudible]
8ooDer: We'll be In a better position when we [do that] test. o
• _ i
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